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The problem that is presented and investigated is a natural nonlinear extension 
of the following linear problem. Let H C3 H’ and K c K’ be two orthogonal 
Hilbcrt decompositions of a real Hilbert space X. Let P, P’, Q, Q’ and Ai’ be 
the operators of orthogonal projection of X onto II, II’, K, K’ and H’ n K’ 
respectively. IIrnoting by Z’the Ililbert space, %’ = {(a’, 0’) E Ii’ x K’: N’u’ = 
llv’b’), let F be the linear mapping of X into %‘, F(s) 7 (P’x, Q’x). Under the 
condition ,: PQ :I c: I, which proves to be equivalent to H f~ K =: (0} and 
H - K closed, I; is bicontinuous. l’hc problem is then to choose a constructive 
procedure for the calculation of a = (P c I;- ‘) . (a’, b’), and to analyse the 
continuity of P : F-‘. One may use an itcrative technique depending on a real 
relaxation parameter cu. Let the “separation angle” between Hand K be defined 
by (H, K) L- Arc cos I’ PQ ii. The present analysis stresses the fundamental 
part played by the separation angles z = (H, K), o(’ ‘= (H, K’), ,!I : (H, SH) 
and ,f3’ = (H’, SH) where S (= 2Q - I) denotes the operator of orthogonal 
symmetry with respect to K. In the special case where X and H arc complex 
spaces, and K’ -L iK, the analysis of the problem is governed by the separation 
an&s p and ,B’ only. These angles are involved in what may then be called “the 
conjugate image cffcct of Ii with respect to the orthogonal decomposition of X, 
K z iK.” Then, 3 7 I’ - /I/2, and the optimal value of w is known 0 priori 
(W” -- 2). ‘I-his particular problem, which prows to be related to the central 
problem of Holography, defines what we have called “Abstract Holography”. 
(One of the main objects of our analysis is to show what underlies the principle 
of “Wavcfront Reconstruction,” which is referred to in Classical Holography, 
and how it is possible to circumvent certain related difficulties by using an 
optimal iterative proccdurc). 
I. 1~~~0~~3330~ 
Let X0 bc a Hilbert subspace of a real IIilbcrt space X, and Y(X) be 
the normed space of the continuous linear mappings of X into X. Denoting by 
0, an open ncighbourhood of a point x in X0, Ict .d and 22 be continuously 
differentiable mappings of 0, into P(X) such that S/(.X) is invertible, and 22(r) 
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is an operator of orthogonal projection for any f E 0, I’ui -1, =- .9(r) and ,O, --.- 
d(t). Let K, - Q,X be the range of & , i.e. the image of A’ b!. St , and Ki bc 
:hc kernel of Qt, i.e. the orthogonal compiemcnt of K, . The operator of ortho- 
:yonal projection of X onto K; is denoted by 0;: Q; = I -- 0, . IJet E‘ be a 
subspace of 9, andf be a mappin, (+ of X0 into I’, continuously differentiable in 
9, . such that its derivative Df(t) is equal to --I,Qi for any t c 0,. 
Let I/ be a Iliibert subspace of X”, and let If’“, Ii’ be its orthogonal complc- 
merits in X0 , A’ respectively. Finally, ict I’, PI0 and P’ denote the operators of 
orthogonal projection of X onto II, H’” and H’ rcspectivcly. 
Put )J =.f(x). The prohicm that is studied in this paper is (locally) to solve 
in 0,. the equation j-(t) = y under the conditions, 
(i) a’ = P’x is known, 
(ii) , PQ, :l < I. 
Sate that a’ = 1”“s since x E X0 by definition. (‘lcarly, the case whew .\-” S 
can bc regarded as a spcciai case. 
\Vhenf is an afline mapping of the form f”(t) : .vO .- IQ’1 where y. E Y =. 
.M’ with K’ =- Q’X, the probicm under consideration is to dctcrmine the 
projection of x onto H, i.e. a I+, using as data the projections of x onto II’ 
and K’, i.e. a’ 7 f”.v and 1)’ := Q’s _: ‘4 .‘(y .- yo) respectively. In order to get 
some insight into this, let us then consider the special case jvherc dim .Y =: 2, 
and dim II :- dim K = I. Intuitively, it is clear that the angle CY between the 
iincs Ii and K play an important part. In particular, the condition ,’ 1’0 ,’ c: I 
is equivalent to the angular condition 2 > 0. Norcover, in this cast, the closer J 
is to 7r;2, the easier and the more reliahic is the “reconstruction process”. The 
concept that generaiizcs the notion of angle, with regard to this problem, is 
what we have called the “separation angle” (cf. Section 2). As shown in Section 3, 
this concept proves to he very convenient for the analysis of the general pro- 
blem. 
The final aim of this paper is to analyse the interesting special case where 
(a) .Y is a complex vector space, 
(h) So and Ii are complex suhspaccs of X, 
(c) K, is a real subspace of X such that h’; = ik, for any I E 0, 
‘I‘his particular problem, which prows to he related to the central problem oi- 
Holography, defines what we have called “Abstract Holography”. ‘I’he cor- 
responding analysis is deveiopcd in Section 4 by Ftressing the important part 
played by what may then be called “the conjugate image efIect of f1 with respect 
to the orthogonal decomposition of X, X = K, ,>I: iK,“. Finally, the ccntrai 
problem of Holography is dealt with in Section 5 as an example of an application. 
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2. C~SCEPT OF SEPARATION AWLI: 
Denoting by H and K any two Hilbcrt subspaces of X that arc not reduced to 
{O}, Ict o and T be the nonncgativc numbers! 
(T = inf;Ip -.- (11 , ~EH, ~EK, ‘,qil-- I, 
and 
7 = sup@ ! q), P E ft i’pll- 1, ~EK, ,,q’1’1. 
Let P and Q be the operators of orthogonal projection of X onto If and K 
respectively. Put I” =. I - P, H’ P’X, and Q,’ = I -- Q, K’ = Q’X. Let 
PK denote the linear mapping of K into Z1 induced by P, and QH dcnotc the 
linear mapping of H into K induced by Q. Since, for any p E H, q c K, one has 
(p , q) = (p ) Pq I P’q) -- (p I Pq), and similarly (p i q) :- (Qp j q), the linear 
mappings Ph’ and QIl arc mutually adjoint: PK” = Q”. 
I-'ROPOSITI~~- 1. u and T sati& the property: a2 + 3 = I. The number 
a: = Arc cos 7 = -Arc sin o dejines what may be called the separation angle between 
If and K: LY :-.: (If, K) -- (K, II). As a corollary one bus 
co9 LY L I( PK 112 = 1’ PKQH :; (:.:- ;I PQ II* -- II PQP! ). 
Prooj. Writing q E K in the form q -= c .!. c’ with c = Pq and c’ = P’q, 
one has for any p E II: Ii p -.! q ‘,* 2.. I: p 7 c ,I* 7 ,I c’ I,*, (p ’ q) - (p 1 c). Therc- 
fort, for a given q, inf lip -:. q 1’ == ii c’ :I and sup(p/l p 1’ / q) = I c ‘, . Thus, 
o = inf ‘I c’ 11 for ;i c ,I* T- ,j c’ ‘,* 1 I, and likcwisc 7 : sup 11 c I Consequently 
CJ* -:- T* .: 1. Let CY = (H, K) = Arc cos 7 -- Arc sin (T. LY is the smallest angle 
formed by a line of Z1 (i.c. a one dimensional subspace of 11) and a lint of K: 
LY. = Arc cos sup@ I q) = inf Arc cos I(p : q)! , 
p E H, :IP’. = 1, q E K, ‘Iqli -.- 1. 
Therefore, (Y may be called the separation angle between H and K. Kate, in 
particular, that (H, K) :-= (K, II). As a corollary one has 
cos* a 72 -- sup(,l Pq 12: q ,2) 7 ,I PK j.2 -7 SUI’ (, Pq ‘;(; q 2 ) ’ ‘I’ 2)) 
fiiK (IEKJI’EK 
sup(i! PQX ,1*. , x ‘2) : ! PQ ,*. 
ZCX 
To complete the proof it is enough to note that :, PK :,* L ;I PKPK* 11 = ,) PKQ” ,I , 
and ‘I PQ I’* = ‘I PQQ”P il : !: PQP ‘, . 1 
Remark 1.1. The separation angle is invariant under any linear isomctry 0’ 
of A’ into X: (C:II, C/K) (13, K). As (C:’ ; L’q) = (C:“l,,‘p ’ q) = (p I q), this 
property results directly from the definition of 7. 
Rerwrk 1.2. The norm of the (positive) operator POP (and therefore ,Y) 
can bc calculated or at least cstimatcd by using the so-called “Power Slethod”. 
.I complete analysis of this method is given in Appendix (cf. Application I in 
.\ppendix). 
Remurfz 1.3. Clearly, the concept of separation angle collapses to the usual 
concept of angle if dim H :-. dim K .= 1 (angle bctwen lines), or if dim H = 1: 
dim K = 2 (angle between a line and a plant). Let us also note that if Ii is 
orthogonal to K, then (II, K) --= z/2. 
Renzn~l~ I .4. (J is defined as the distance bctwcen H and the sphcrc of radius 
1 in K: 
a--imp-I 9,‘.-=inf p-9,, pE II, yc K, 91 :- 1. 
As (11, K) = (K, II), the definition of o proves to be symmetric in I-I, K, and u 
may be called the “separation distance” between II and K. Of course, n is not a 
true distance. In particular, the condition o = 0 dots not necessarily imply 
H =: K (cf. Proposition 2). 
Let z’ be the linear mapping of H x K into II ..- .K, ~(p, y) :: p :- 9. Clearl\r, 
‘u is surjectivc and continuous. r.1 is a bijcction iff (if and only if) II n K =- {O!. 
i.e. iff H - K is the direct sum of II and K. JVhen 2: is bicontinuous, Fi -. 1; is 
said to be the topological direct sum of Ii and K [I]. 
I’RoPOSITION 2. The following assertions are equiealent : 
(1) x is strictly posit&e; 
(2) H i- K is the topological dirert sum of II and K; 
(3) I1 n K : {O) and If .!- K is closed. 
Proof. According to the definition of 0 wc have for any p c H and q (+ 0) E 
K: , p ,- (q; i 9 !:)I, ;> CJ. Thus ,j p ./ 9 2 0 I q 1 for any p E II, q E K, and like- 
wise ,’ p I- q ! 3 (T !, p i’ . It f o 11 ows that :,p -i- 9 j :;z (u;21’7 ( pii* L I,q,i2)l’2. 
Sotc that the mapping (p, q) ++ (,‘p 1” -I- iI q ;‘?)1.‘2 is a norm on H x K) which 
is then a Hilbert space. We shall successively show that (I) -:. (2), (2) 1-~ (1). 
(2) -> (3), and finally (3) -t (2). 
\Vhen u (or CX) is strictly positive, z: is injcctive (since p .- 9 -: 0 implies 
p - 0, 9 .= 0) and therefore bijcctivc. Moreowr, o is bicontinuous fo: 
(p, q) j 2;; (2’+7) I, p -1 q ‘! . Thus (I) G (2). Convcrscly, if z is bicon- 
tinuous, then (:I p ! i .- 1, 9 I,‘)‘:” 5;: ; ~s-1 , ‘1 p .:- q ’ so that, in particular, 
inf,,,,(’ p Iz -1 l)r9 < !: z-i.11 C. Thus G 5 l:I z-1, :>. 0 and (2) :s’ (I). 
Clearly, the injcctivity of v implies that 1.1 n K =: {Oj, and the bicontinuit> 
of c’ implies that H + K is complete since fZ I- K is then homeomorphic to 
if x K. Therefore II K is closed in X. Thus (2) - (3). Conversely, when 
Condition (3) is fulfilled, H c-1 K is a IIilbert space (for =L’ is complete b\; 
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definition), and v is a continuous linear bijection of the I-Iilbert space II x K 
into the Hilbert space H @ K. It then follows from the “inverse mapping 
theorem” (cf. Theorem III. I1 in [2], or 5.10 in [3]) that z: is bicontinuous. Thus 
(3) -> (2). I 
COKOLLARY 2. When H and K are jinite dimensional, the property OL > 0 is 
equivalent to the property H n K .-.- (0). When X is jinite dimensional, the condi- 
tion dim II - dim K < dim X (01. dim Ii’ .(- dim K’ 3 dim X) is a necessary 
condition for Y to be strictly positize. 
ProoJ The first part of the corollary results immediately from Proposition 2, 
since when 1-I and K are finite dimensional, then H t K is closed. When X is 
finite dimensional we have dim(H n K) T dim(H -;- K) :. dim H + dim K 
with dim(l1 l- K) < dim X so that dim(H n K) > dim H -i- dim K - dim X. 
The condition dim H + dim K < dim X is therefore a necessary condition for 
H n K to be reduced to (0). As (by definition) H’ and K’ are the orthogonal 
complements of Z-I and K respcctivcly, we have dim H := dim X - dim H’ and 
dim K = dim X - dim K’, and this leads to the other expression for the same 
condition. I 
Let M and M’ be the operators on II defined by p +-z PQp and p +* PQ’p 
respectively. Clearly M’ -= I H -.- 111 where IH is the identity operator on H. As 
&I :: PKQ” and 1l.f’ = PK’Q’If, M and M’ arc positive operators (PK* = QN, 
PK’* = Q’“), Denoting by /l’ the spectrum of M’, let m = inf (1’ and m’ ---- 
sup A’. Let us put 01 = (H, K) and CY’ = (H, K’). 
!?ROPOSITIOS 3. One has m = sin2 a and m‘ -: cos2 (Y’. As a corollary, 
LY 4 a’ < ~12 - m # m’, a + o[’ ..: VT/~ -++ m Lz= m’. 
Similarly, 
~<~~‘<>m+m’<l, ci=(~‘~m+m’=l. 
Proof. As M and M’ are self-adjoint and positive, their largest spectral 
values are equal to their norms (cf. for instance Theorem (15.1 1.7) in [4] and 
Problem 9 Chapter 1’1 in [2]). Moreover, as M’ :--I IH - :M, the smallest 
spectral value of M’ is equal to 1 - ‘: M 1’ = I - 1; PKQH I1 . It then follows from 
Proposition 1 that m = 1 - cosa 01 .-- sir? a: and m’ := cos2 a’. The condition 
m < m’ is equivalent to sin2 N < cos2 01’ : sin2($2 - (Y’), that is, (Y + 00 < n/2 
since CY, LY’ E [0, v/2]. Likewise, m m’ *r + 01’ - n/2. Similarly, the condi- 
tion m -1.. m’ < I, i.e. sin2 OL < 1 - cosz CZ’ : sin2 (Y’, is equivalent to 01 < (Y’. 
I 
One may note that the condition cy -1 01’ L< 7rr/2 can be written in the form 
(K, ZZ) -I- (II, K’) < (K, K’). 
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Let S .: 2Q -- I be the operator of orthogonai s\;mmctr!. with respect to K: 
sx -= 0.y - QO)x., S”S =: SS* = $2 z I. xote that S = --S’ (7: I - 2s’). The 
image of II by S, which is also the image of H by S’, may be ca!led the “K-mirror 
image of II”. As S is unitary, and K is invariant under S, one has from Remark 
1.1: 3~ = (H, K) == (SZI, K). Likewise, a’ L (H, K’) := (SIJ, I;“). Let fi = 
(Zi, Sli) be the separation angle between Hand its K-mirror image. The operator 
on A-, SPS, with range SZI is idempotent and self-adjoint. Thcrcfore SF’S is the 
operator of orthogonal projection of X onto SZI (cf. Theorem (11.5.3) in [l]). 
‘If It follows from Proposition I that cos ,5 :- :j P i (-= I’(sps)i;) _.~ ‘1 pS7”i 
(S is unitary). 
I’ROI:OSITIO~ 4. Exactly one of ilie jollo7sing conditions holds. 
(1) $2 -:3! <CC’, (2) iy -= R’ E p9, (3) a :: 7L' =/T/2. 
-is a cosollary, j3 z< J + LY’ (< r/2). 
Pror,f. Let I, bc the operator on H defined by p -F I’@. As S = I .- 2Q' 
one has 1, = 1” - 2M’. Thus !iL 1 -= supAon I I - 2A . hence (since the 
function A -t 1 - 2X ! is convex): 
;$J, =:: sup(i I -. 2771 , 1 - 2112‘ i) = Sllp( 1 - 2??2.2711 -.- I, I - 277l', 2VL' --. !). 
It follows that 
if I?2 -.!. 711’ 5; I 
jf 7n -f- m’ :3 1. 
Rloreovcr, as S is unitary, one has i 1, ; -7 PI -. co9 5, hcncc from Proposi- 
tion 3: 
with Y .- 2’ :< n/2. C’onscquently, as ‘t, Y’, !3 c [0, ,,2], one has 
‘I’he corollary is obtained by noting that I and 3’ arc greater than (or equal to: 
s;2. $ 
Ixt o,:,,,,.,, where a : I’x be the open neighbourhood of (a: n , y, 0) in 
H x (11’” x I’ x II) defined by (cf. Section 1) 
~,,:d .s.o = (Cc; P’> U”r r), c E H; p‘ E II’O, z E Y, r E H: c ‘0, il 0,). 
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I,et TV bc the mapping of O,;,,,,,, into H, 
W(c; p’, z, Y) = PQ;Ay’(z -f(t)) - 1’, t = c + p’. (1) 
As, by definition y -:-f(x) with .X = n T a’, one has W(a; a’,~, 0) =- 0. The 
mapping & is continuously differentiable by assumption, and A, is invertible. 
Therefore, by replacing if necessary 0, by a smaller neighbourhood, the mapping 
of 0, into 9(X), t F> iltl is also continuously differentiable. Moreover, denoting 
by D,W the partial derivative of W with respect to the variable c, one has 
QW(a; a’, y, 0) 1 -44: where iv; is the operator on H, p ‘+ Z’Q&. Let /iI be 
the spectrum of ilfi . Yut ~tl, = inffl; , rn: q = sup AL, and cyz = (N, K,), 
C$ = (H, Kj). We have from Proposition 3, m, = sin2 (Y, and rnk = co? aj. with 
crz -:- CX~: ,< 42. Under Condition (ii), cyz is strictly positive from Proposition 1, 
and IV; is a linear homeomorphism. According to the “implicit function theo- 
rem” (see Theorem (10.2.1) in [l]), there then exists an open neighbourhood 
0 Cl’,?/.0 of (a’, y, 0) in 11’” x Y x I-I such that, for every open connected 
neighbourhood 0 of (a’, y, 0), contained in OClr.y,O , there is a unique continuous 
mapping zu of 0 into II such that a - ZC(Q’, y, 0) and 
(W(P’, z, 1.); P’, z, J,) E Oo;d.y,o , W(w(p’, 2, r); p’, z, Y) = 0 (24 
for any (p’, z, T) E 0. Furthermore, w is continuously differentiable in 0, and 
its derivative is given by 
IWP’, a, Y) ---- -[/llw(w(p', z, I.);p', z, Y)] -' 0 L$W(w(p', z, y);p', z, y). PI 
D,W denotes the partial derivative of W with respect to the variable (p’, z, Y). 
Denoting by (p’, z, 0) a given point in O,,,,,, , let p = = W&J’, z, 0). The 
problem is to choose a constructive procedure for the calculation of a (and more 
generally p), and in addition to analyse the continuity of w at (a’,~, 0). These 
two aspects of the problem arc successively examined in Subsections 3.1 (Iterative 
solution of the problem) and 3.2 (Error analysis). 
3.1. Iterative Solution of the Problem 
In this section we present a standard iterative technique for the calculation 
of (I and p. This method is suited to cases where, L( priori, there is no better 
estimate of il4L-l than that given by an operator of the form wZH with w E R. 
Let G, be the mapping of O,;,,.,,, into II defined by 
G&p', z, Y) 1 c -k w W(c;p’, z, r), wE R, 
and &(p’, z) be the iteration, 
1:0r any poht (p’. 3, S) E 0,. .!,. (, , one has GC,,(~(p’, 2, I-); /Y’% 3, 1.) - ic(p . 3: 1.). 
In particular, ~7 and p arc fixed points of .$.,(u’, J*) and .&(,?‘. z) respwtiwl!: 
G,,,(a; a’, y, 0) = a, G&J; p’, z, 0) = p, 
Let us first consider the iteration &(N’, ;v): u,?; 1 : G,:,(a,,; (I’, y, 0). 1\rhcn 
no confusion can arise we denote this iteration by *P, . For clarit!., Ict us put 
<y<,,(c) - = G,,,(c; u’, y, 0). 117~ have gC,(u) -= (I and Dgw(u) = 1” -- CAM,:. _ I&,(a) is 
a self-adjoint operator on If. Let V(W) = I: QyJa)’ . In the statement of the 
following proposition we refer to some classical concepts involred in the study 
of the local convergence of an iterative process (cf. Chapter 9 in [S], and Applica- 
tion 2 in Appendix). 
where We) 2;(vz. -- vzi). ‘The minimum of V(W) is xtaincd at q,: 
VUJ 7 w,, =- .- , V(0”) (m; nz,),‘(7,2;. 7 1n9) -.: i(W). 
~1, is assumed to bc strictly positiw. For any w E 10, Q[ where .Q 2. ~1,; v(w) 
is then strictly less than I, and n is a point of attraction of .<,, (cf. .4pplication 2 
in Appendis, and, in particular, the last remark). 1Torcover. v(w) is an uppe! 
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bound for the first order quotient and root-convergence factors of XU at n. When 
m, = r&, i.e. from Proposition 3 when rx -1. CX~. : ~7j2, then V(LU,J = 0 and 
G?lE,” ! a> = R,(~~, , a) --_ v(wa) -- 0: ,PW, has Q and R superlinear convergence 
at a. Let us now consider the case where 0 < V(W) < I. When m, is an isolated 
point of flk , then 1 - wm, is an isolated spectral value of &,,,(a). It then follows 
from Eq. (3) and Proposition Ap. 6 (in Appendix) that Q,($W , u) = Rl(.Yu , a) = 
V(W) if w E JO, wJ. More precisely, there then exists a sequence {a,} generated bJ 
&, such that the sequences :I a,, r -. a j/i’ a, -- a I! and /I a, - a 1,1/71 converge 
towards V(W). Likewise, when VZ~ is an isolated point of flj: , then 1 .- wmk is an 
isolated spectral value of QJa), and Q,(& , a) = R,(.$, , Q) = V(W) if 
w E [c+ , Q[. According to Definition 9.2.4 in [5], .Y& is Q and R-faster than -P,, 
for any w -+ w,, (since then v(wa) < V(W)). 
When X is finite dimensional, the necessary condition for iyz to be strictly 
posit& is given by Corollai y 2. Moreover, as all the spectral values of iMi arc 
isolated, both m, and rnk are isolated so that Q,(.&, , u) :... R,(.& , u) = V(W) for 
any w E]O, -Q[. i 
.as /I/,, and ?nj arc less than (or equal to) 1, w,, is greater than (or equal to) I, 
and 0 is greater than (or equal to) 2. We then have from Proposition 3: 
co,, ‘- 2 if 01~ < cx:.; w() = 2 if f. % = %, 1 <w,, < 2 if a3: > ,&. 
(4) 
Clearly, (I/U+,) I” is the best approximation to ,VIi by an operator of the form 
a#: the minimum of I’ &&’ -- ~1” :; is attained at l/w0 = (nz, L 112;)(2 (cf. 
Eq. (3)). 
I,et us now consider the iteration .YW(p’, z). When :/ I>,G,(p; p’, z, 0);: -< 1, 
Cienp is a point of attraction of this iteration. As Wis continuously differentiable, 
an d ‘c: is continuous in On,,,,,a, the mapping of O,,,,., into R, (p’, z, r) + 
I: D,G:,(ec(p’, x, v);p’, z, r)‘, is continuous. In particular, the local behaviour of 
&,(p’, z) at p is similar to that of $Ju’, y) at a. Thus, for example, if w0 is 
known u priori, it is natural to determine p by using the iteration .PW,(p’, z). 
Xonethcless, in general, wg is not exactly the optimal relaxation parameter for 
.K,(P’> 2). 
Re1nurl2 5. Both the relative behaviour of &(a’, y) at u and that of .&(p’, a) 
at p, and the size of the open neighbourhoods about a andp for which the starting 
points allow convergence, depend, in general, on the nonlinearity off. In the 
cxtremc case where f is an afine mappin g, the local behaviour of <,,(a’,~) is 
identical with that of &(p’, .z) (cf. Application 2 in Appendix). Moreover, for 
any p. t‘ N and (p’, z) E H’o x Y, the sequence pn generated by $U(p’, z) with 
starting point p,, converges towards p. One has D,G,Jp; p’, z, 0) = DE,,, where 
Q,, = I” -- CUM’, and Q,(.P,,) - R,(.YJ i/ &,, i! .-: V(W). More prccisrly, the 
set of pointsp, such that the scqucnce ,I pn-r .- p J pR - p 11 converges towards 
I(&) is dcnjc in 11 (cf. in particular Propositions Ap. 7, ~5;). ) :mci .Ip. .3 or: 
;Ippendis). Of course the definitions of C+ and C$ then collapse to 1 (II, i) 
and x’ : (H, K’). 
Setting g’ : .&‘(,- yo) where z, y,, E 1. .: .4K’ (cf. Section I), let L’ ‘x the 
mapping of II into lC’ defined by e(c) : : q’ .- Q’(c -L p’). I ;or any c E ZI, one has 
UC(C) =- De -= --CJ!“* (L- - P’*) and FT’(c; p’, z, 0) = -IMe( ‘l’hus, 1>ev(p) 
-. 0 (cf. I$. (2a) and the definition of p). Th crcfore, p proves to be the “least 
squares solution” of the equation e(c) .= 0: I e(c)Ii is minimum at p. 
T,et A- be the operator of orthogonal projection of S onto 1-I’ n K’. Jn the 
specral case where .V’p := :V’q’, p is equal to the projection onto H of the wctor 
EL, the projections of which are p’ onto H’o and 4’ onto K’. This can be shown as 
fo!lows. Let %‘” hc the Hilbcrt space, 
and F Se the continuous linear mapping of -Y” into Z’“, I=(x) : (P’.Y, <I’.?). 
Under C‘ondition (ii), H n K is reduced to (OI., and Ii i .K is closed (cf. Proposi- 
tion 2). Clcariy, I: is then injcctive (since N n K = (0)). Sow, for an): (p’, q’) E 
%‘g we have :A”($’ -- y’) L : 0, hence p’ - q’ E (Ii’ n K’)‘. As If .- K is closed, 
the identity 11’ n K’ ~7 (II +-- K)’ yields (IZ’ n K’)’ :.- II - K. Thus, p’ .- (I’ E 
II - K and there exist p E II and q E K such that p’ - q’ -= (I - p. ‘i’hereforc, 
there exists u (- .= p + p’ -= q -t- q’) c X0 such that F(u) .= (p’, q’):F is jur- 
jective, and therefore bijectivc (and bicontinuous). Clearly, WC then have 
e(p) .= 0 and nUfortiori ,’ e(p)1 - 0. 
When pr + p, the sequence V,(W) =: ‘;pn,a - p,,, /:I?,,-, - P,~ ,I (where tlrc 
pli’s are generated b\: .N,@‘, 2) f rom po) is an increasing seclucnce bounded by 
V(U) (cf. Propositions Ap. 7, Ap. 1 and Ap. 3 in Appendix). Let 
If the orthogonal projection of p, -- p,) onto H,, is different from 0, which is 
always the case when a numerical calculation is pcrformcd, the sequence 
{V,(W)> conwrges towards V(W) (for further details cf. Proposition -413. 5 
in .4ppendix). Therefore, by suitably choosing w with respect to 0,) (on 
the grounds of Eq. (4) for example), the corresponding sequences {p,,; and 
[~,~(w)] allow one to obtain 1 and cy’. This shows that it is possible to devise an 
iterative process, giving both the “numerical solution” of the problem and a 
“suitable estimate” of the separation angles (Y and 2’. Starting with a given wius 
of U, the pn’s practically give v(w) via the sequence {Ye). After a good appro- 
ximation to V(W) has been obtained, tr) is suitably changed, and another \.aluc 
of V(W) is found. The relative positions of the w’s and wU arc determined with 
the aid of Eq. (3). Once oi and IY’ have been practically obtained the process is 
interrupted. 
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3.2. Error Analysis 
Denoting by p’ and z suitable approximations to n’ and y respectively, let p, 
bc an approximation to a obtained by using the iteration .&(p’, x). Put I’, = 
(p, ! 1 p&w -:= W(p,; P’, a, 0), and note that Iv(pn; p’, z, r,) .: 0. Provided 
that p’, un, and r7, are sufficicntlv close to a’, y, and 0 respectively, we have from 
the implicit function theorem: pn = w(p’, a, I,,). In the important special case 
where the corresponding sequence converges towards p -7 w(p’, I, 0), the rcla- 
tion p n :-- ~(p’, z, r,,) holds provided that n is sufficiently large. 
Let u,, pn ;- p’, h,, = p,] - a, h’ = p’ - n’, 1 1 z - y and 12; .-: A;‘I. 
Clearly, II, -- .x iI2 = II h, “Z - :I h’ I2 and 1 A(, iJ :.< ‘I A;’ 1’ 18 I ;I . Denoting by 
S,H (where S, = 2Qz - I) the K,,-mirror image of H, let /I, :. (11, S,il), 
/$ = (H’“, S’,H) and yz .-y (X0, S,H). 
I’IIOPOSI~I’JOS 6. Tlzc size of the error h,$ is (/mafly) ,nozei-ned (in the nonlinear 
case) by the relation 
II, :< i-s-2-;- (i, h’ ,i cos /3; - 2 j’ kj I sin (Y* : 2 1 rn I ) (.-i. : 0(/T’, 1, r,!)i ). 
T 
Exactly one of the ~follming conditions holds: 
( 1) A:‘2 ---- zz < xj: , (2) a.$ -- a; = /3,/2, (3) az > n; .-- &:12 
with ,klZ S< a+ + C& < x/2. TIze separation angles /J, and ,8; satisfy the property 
cos* (l3$ : COG /I;. > COG yz . When yr -.- 0, then pT + & < n/2. 
Proof. We have 
h, = pr - a = w(p’, x, r,) - zu(a’, y, 0) = Dw(a’, y, 0) . (h’, I, r,) -I- o(h’, 1, Y,,). 
-4s I),W(w(a’, y, 0); u’, y, 0) :--_ -ML , it follows from Eqs. (2b) and (I) that 
h,, = &Zj;-‘( -PQjP’Oh’ T Pk: - r,) A- o(h’, I, r,J, 
and, for our present purposes, 
/, h, -< ,I ,Idi-’ (I PQkP’“iI !I h’;l -+ I r, I) + !I M;--IQ;“*‘! / k; /: + I, o(h’, I, r,)l . 
According to Proposition 3 the norm of ML-’ is equal to l/sin* LX= . As 2Qj: = 
I - S, and S, is unitary, we have 2 1: PQLP’O 1: = I PSSP’0 1, = i(S,PS,) f”O :I 
where S,PS$ is the operator of orthogonal projection of X onto S,N. 
Thus from Proposition 1, 2 II PQLP”’ jl = cos /3; . Note that !I M~,,-‘Q2j”- II == 
;, ;J~~-‘:VI~;~~-l ‘II!* --.: I/sin N Denoting by P* the operator of orthogonal 
projection of X onto X0, contfdcr the identity: 
, P”S,Pt I,* =I I PS,Pt I ? -I- 1: P’“S,Pf :,2. 
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Clearly, for any 1 E S, WC have ‘I I’*S,Pt j,‘L ::: (; l’S,P ;,2 -,- 1 I”“S,I-‘,,“) i 2, 
hence ij P”S,P Ija < I/ PS,P I-? C /i P’“S,P ;iz, or equivalently, cos2 ys < co9,8, 
-;- cos2 p:, . When yz =: 0, this inequality yields cosa fin: > 1 - co9 /3;, i.e. 
p, + /3: .< r/2 since /3=, /3: E [0, r/2]. ‘I’he remainder of the proposition cor- 
responds to the statement of Proposition 4. 1 
As xJ: and C$ arc greater than (or equal to) p2/2 with 3,,. ..- ZY~ 5; ?;/2, we have: 
< 
I 
1 - cos pz 
(ii h’ II Cos a; f 2 ‘! kj: ; cos(&2) -r 2 ’ Y,, ). 
‘I’hc equa!ity holds in the special case where Y, --= CY~ (===&/2) --: z/4. 
Let us put iI, := AUn, Q,, -= Q,,, , S,L =- S,,5;1,, K, :: Ku, and kk =: .,i;Ll. 
Provided that the errors iz, I and the residue I’, arc sufficiently small, the scpara- 
tion angles (Y,, .= (H, K,), C-X:* .=(If, Ki,), f& -= (II, S,H), $:, =-_ (I-I’“, S,H) and 
yn := (X0, S,I-I) prove to be suitable approximations to zz, a; , ,!?a; , pk , and yz 
respectively. 
Remark 6. In the affinc case (cf. Section I and Remark j), the definition of 
kj, collapses to k’ Y q’ - b’ where q’ = fl-l(a -. yo) and 6’ :.: A-‘(? - 4;“), 
while the definitions of p5, /3; and yr collapse to /I := (FT, SII), /3’ =.: (H’o, SZQ 
and y = (X0, SH) respectively. Moreover, rn :-= Pe(p,) (=_ -Zle*e(p,)). For 
any h’ E W”, k’ EQ’ and any integer II, the size of the error h, is then strictly 
(instead of locally) governed by the relation 
h, ;, < - 2x (I, 11’ ;; cos j3’ +- 2 ‘I k’ 11 sin E -- 2 1 r, i,) .l 
< , _ ‘,,c p (ii h’ ;I COS p’ + 2 ;j k’ !) COS(Bj2) + 2 .' Y, I,). 
In particular, 
! Jl > ,,p-a’:<T _ si& (,! k’ cos /3’ -i 2 ! 12’ ., sin 3) 
<-- 1 -& (:I IL’ I, cm p -k 2 k’ cos(p,2)). 
As already defined in Section 1, Abstract Holography corresponds to tire 
special case where (a) X is a complex vector space, (b) X0 and N are complex 
aubspaccs of X, and (c) K, is a real subspace of X such that Ki y iK, for any 
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tEOz. According to Condition (c), the &-mirror image of 11 may be called the 
(complex) conjugate image of H with respect to the orthogonal decomposition 
of X, X = K, @ iK, . The following two propositions show how what may 
then be called “the conjugate image effect” is basically involved in the analysis 
of the problem. 
PROPOSI’I’IO~ 7. In Abstract Holography, 11: is symmetric zuith respect to the 
point with abscissa 4. If rnk is an isolated point of Aj: , so too is m, . The separation 
angles a2 and aj are equal to half the separation angle ,BZ betsoeen H and its conjugate 
image S,H. When, under the condition /?, strictly positike, OJ lies in the open interval 
10, ij[ where Q = 4/(1 +- cos &), then a is a point of attraction of SW . The f;rst 
ordes quotient and root-convergence factors of & at a are then governed by tlze 
relation Q1(&, , a), R,(.flu , a) < V(W) < I zuhere 
1 - -F(l - COSP,) if w E IO, q)] 
V(W) = 
F(l + cos pr> - 1 if w E [W(J) Qn[ 
witk w,, = 2. In the special case where /3x : ~12, the iteration $3 has Q and R 
supevltkear convergence at a: Ql(SZ , a) = R1(JZ , a) = v(2) = 0. Whet1 the 
conceyge7zce is Q and R-linear (i.e. when 0 < v(w) < I), and rng is an isolated point 
of Aj. , then for any w ~10, Q[, one has Q,(& , a) = RI(& , a) = V(W). More 
precisely, there then exists a sequence {a,,} generated by x8, such that the sequences 
j! a, i.l - a II/l/ a, - a 11 and /I a, - a llllta converge towards V(W). ,a;l is the best 
iterative process in the sense tlzat 3: is Q and R-faster than ,aW for any w f 2: 
VW $- 2, V(2) = cos p5 < V(W). 
When X is jinite dimensional, the condition dim H’ > .i dim X is a necessary 
condition for ,l3= to be strictly positive. -7Moseoves, for any w ~10, Q[, one has 
Q1(-al, , a) = Rl(.E, , a) = 4~). 
Proof. Let J = iI. We have J*J = JJ” == I with J” L- -J. Clearly 
JP = PJsince His a complex vector subspace of X. By identifying the operators 
of orthogonal projection of X onto KL and JK, (cf. Condition (c)), we have 
QL Z-: J(I - Qa) J*. Thus JQj J 7:: Qi - I. Let L := ML - UH where X E (1:. 
As L is noninvertible, the operator on H defined by p + JLJp is also noninver- 
tiblc. But, 
ILIP =-- 14?3 + AP = WQ;I)P + @ = PQ;P - (1 - A)$. 
‘rherefore I - X E A; so that A; is symmetric with respect to the point with 
abscissa i. In particular, m, (= inf A;) and rn: (= sup A;) satisfy the relation 
HZ, -I- rn: --: 1, hence from Propositions 3 and 4, (Y= = ,%j: - /&./2. Moreover, if 
VZ~ is an isolated point of A: , so too is m, (by symmetry). The remainder of the 
proposition corresponds to the statement of Proposition 5 in the special cask 
under consideration (note that when X is finite dimensional, Condition {c) 
impiics dim Kj : dim K, = 1 dim S). 1 
TA!t us put S,‘ - = 2r, (cf. Subsection 3.2). When w is set ccp! to its optintal 
vaiuc (w,, :-= 2), then s,~ .-pn.r -..- p7, . The following proposition results 
directly from Proposition 6. 
]I : --’ .-- l ,I -> 1 ;-&q- (,’ h’ ’ cos /ga 7.. 2 / k$. ./ sin(b2’2) .l S,‘ ‘) (- o(h’, !, Si,)’ ) 
. 3: 
Renlarii 8. In the affine case (cf. Section 1 and Remarks 5, 6), the iteration 
9s can be written in the form pnel :.: 2P(q’ -- Q’p’) -I- DE, .p, where Dgz is 
the operator on II, p ;---> PSp. The spectrum of I$? is symmetric with respect to 
the origin. We have s,, = (Dgs)” s,, , hence Ii s, !’ < 1’ so : COS* ,9. When p, + ;D~ ,
the sequence v,(2) : 1; s,+~ I,,:] s, I/ is an increasing sequence bounded by cos 8. 
If the orthogonal projection of so onto H, is different from 0, the sequence {v,,(2)) 
converges towards cos ,3. As far as the rate of convcrgencc is concerned, the cast 
where the largest spectral value of Dg, is isolated is then particularly interesting 
(cf. Propositions Ap. 7 and Ap. 5 in Appendix). 
Let us finally note that the size of the error JI, is strictly governed by the 
relation 
;h, i < 1-&sT- (I, h’ 1 cos /I’ +- 2 ,’ k’ sin(+, 2) 7 I s, ’ ) 
with cos2 ,3 -, cos2 3’ >> co9 y, and ,/!I + /3’ :< ~$2 if y .-= 0. 
In this section we state and analyse the central problem of Holography as 1 
special case of Abstract Holography. The corresponding development 1 ields 
the principles of what may be called “Iterative Holography”. 
5.1. I)eJinitions and Generalities 
Let 6 be the two-dimensional cuclidean space X* with the Lcbesguc measure 
p [2, 41. &noting by 6 = (4, , tV) and 5 = (I, , c,) any two vectors of G, one 
has by definition E . 5 =. [r<, + <,c, and [ :z = $ := E 6. T,et Lc,‘(G‘) bc the 
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L”-space of the complex measurable functions 4 on d such that q$b is summablc 
[3, 41. Lc”(S) is a complex Hilbert space with the inner product (4 1 I/) = 
J&J + We recall that when Lc”(&) is regarded as a metric space, the elements 
of the space under consideration are not functions but equivalence classes of 
functions. The real Hilbcrt space Lt0(6) that underlies L,“(6) with the inner 
product (4 1 Z/J),, = ((4 , 4) + (4 ! 4))/2 is the Hilbert sum of L,?(b) and iLn2(&) 
[ 1, 41. More generally, denoting by C any unitary operator on Lc2(ti), one has: 
1$(S) = uL,2(c) ,$) iUL,2(E). (5) 
I,et R denote the operator of orthogonal projection of LiJQ) onto L>(6), and let 
C (= 2H - I) bc the corresponding orthogonal symmetry. URU” is the operator 
of orthogonal projection of L:J&) onto U&“(b), and UCU” the corresponding 
orthogonal symmetry. These operators may respectively be called the operators 
“real part of” and “complex conjugate of” with respect to the orthogonal 
decomposition (5). 
Let Lc”(c”) be the class of all essentially bounded complex functions on 6’ 
with respect to p [3, 41. For simplicity, the operator on Lc2(&) defined by 
4 t--h @d, where @ E&%(&) is denoted by @: @ .$ 1 @d. 
DEFINITION OF S... . We define S... as the operator of orthogonal symmetry 
with respect to the subspacc of the even functions of Lo,: (S- .4) (f) = 
4(-t) almost everywhere (a.e.). Xote that S-C = CS- . 
DEFINITION OF W, . For any p (E R) $- 0, let W,, be the unitary operator on 
Lea(8) defined by ( W,, .(h) (0 ..:= (1 /p) !6(Qp) a.e. One has W, WV = Wu W,, = 
W,, and W,* = W;l := W:, . 
DEFINITION OF T. The operator of Fourier (or Plancherel) transform [3] 
on Lc”(&) is denoted by the letter 7’. T is a unitary operator. If d, ~&a(&%) 
where 9 is a compact subset of 8, (1, is summable, and the function 6 that 
characterizes 1’. 4 is then given by the integral 
d; is real analytic (and has an analytic continuation to anTentire analytic function 
of c2 into @). Clearly, TS’_ - S-T. Moreover, as +(f) = $(-0, one has 
CT : S_TC :-- TLC, hence 
T”CT = TCT” : XC = CS- . (6) 
Let us also note the property, 
TWp = Wli,‘f’ = W;T. (7) 
hFISlTlOS OI: 7’” . For any ,> E I& let 7‘” be the &tar!- operator on Lc’(C’) 
dc!incd b!. 
(‘lcarly, ‘I‘,! --. I, To?‘, = l’,,T,, =.- T,,, and TDx : T;-’ = ‘f. ;, . &\;Ioreover, as 
(s..c’) . 7,, ti-_,, o (S_.C’), it follows from Eq. (6) that 
lxt us consider the nontrivial cast whcrep is different from 0. It is easy to shw 
from Definition (8a) that if d, cI,c2(9) u ~1 w-e Y is a compact subset of G, the 
function $,, that characterizes ‘I’, . (h is given by the integral 
.In immcdiatz consequence of this result is that for any p f 0. 1; can be written 
in the form 
4, has the san1c p ro Lr p’ t its of analyticity as 4. 
5.2. Statement ‘of the Proldenr 
The central problem of Holography corresponds to the problem stated in 
Section ! in the special cast where 
(HI) -Y ==L;JL), 
(H2) .Y” -= I$JcP) where 6‘0 is a compact subset of 6, 
(113) H - Z$J9) where 9 is a compact subset of 60, 
(114) j(a)) 2 / cf, .I- C;$ j2 -- 1 @ 2 where (PEL,~“(cT), and LI L- 1’ or 
C’ - T;, with p -+ 0, 
(M5) there exists S > 0 such that S $1 infCER / Cp .. C.;f, i (4). 
(1~6) P’d, !I :.< K 1 $ ii with K “wry small” compared to 1. 
Clearly C and I!J play the role of x and 1 respectively. As 4” is compact, L-4 2 
iics in I,;?(L ) so that j can bc rcgardcd as a mapping of X0 into Y : 1 1,7z(4 ). 
Let us put Qp,, =- @ -- C;$. It follows from Condition (H5) that there csists an 
open ncighbourhood 0, of (G in X0 such that G6 I has a positive lower bound fw 
any il, c O,b . Sotc that n (- : P$) is equal to $6 on 9, and 0 elsewhere. Conver- 
scly, a’ (: : I”+) is equal to 0 on 9, and (j elscwhcre. 
T’sing the notation defined in Subsection 5.1, one has Dj(tS) .= 2R$ji,,f(.; for 
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any u’, E X”. As the function r, :L @&/I @& ! is well defined in 0, , and bounded, 
Us(#) can be written in the form IIf = AtiQi with 
A, :: 2&J, Q;, = L$RC:; , r/;, =-- T&U (by G 0,). 
U, is a unitary operator on IJc2(8’), Ki =- G$Y and K,b == iLf$Y. hIoreover, the 
mappings (I, b-t A, and $ + Qi arc continuously differentiable mappings of 0, 
into 55’(X), and A, is invertible for any #E 0,: A;’ = $L@;‘. Clearly, the 
conditions defining Abstract Holography are fulfilled. Therefore the analysis 
of the problem is given by Propositions 7 and 8. In the special case under 
consideration, S,l1 denotes the conjugate image of H with respect to the ortho- 
gonal decomposition of X, X =-_ U,$Y 0 iC::Y. One has: Si = -S, 7-z 
U$Crj, . IKote that Sk can also be written in the form Sk = U*f~‘C& where 
I’*2 = @*a/i @* I2 -7 @*,iG* . Concerning the error analysis, we wish to emphasize 
the fact that l/(26) is an upper bound for ‘, Agl I! (cf. Condition (II.5)). 
Terminology and physical comment. One generally distinguishes two types of 
Holography,l depending on whether U is equal to T (Fourier Holography) or C; 
is of the form T,, (Fresnel Holography). @ is called the “reference wave (func- 
tion)“, and 4 the “object wave (function)“. The “intensity (function)” 0d I2 
corresponds to the notion of “hologram (or interferogram)“. In Fresnel Holo- 
graphy, one has p :: AT, where h is the wavelength associated with 4 and @, and ‘T 
the distance between the “object plane” and the “hologram formation plane” 
(cf. Eq. (10)). 
5.2.1. Xonlinear Iterative Holography. 
Let z E Y be a suitable approximation to y, and p, be an estimate of a given 
a priori. Taking account of Condition (H6), let us consider the scqucnce (P,~} 
generated by &(p’ = 0, z) with starting point pO: 
PO > AL.! 1 = P,‘ + (4wo) $72 > W(, ; 2. (11) 
We then have 
S,, = PL’“@i’(Z + ) CTp, i”) - PSi,p, - p, (12b) 
where S:, = : -S, : li,FClj,, , U,, = FnU and I’, = @,,/I on ! . Clearly, 
1 The reader who is interested in the physical aspects of IIolography or in its historical 
dcvelopmcnt may consult for instance, J. II. Dc\‘elis and G. 0. Reynolds, “Theory and 
Applications of IIolography,” Addison-We&y, Reading, Mass.,!~~lenlo Park, Calif./ 
London/Don R,lills, Ontario, 1967. 
:)roGdcd :h,it 0 and 2 are su!ficiently close to a’ and y rcspwtlwiy, and ,& is 
i;uf?icicntly close to p (:. x(0, z, 0)) $ q , .,e ucncc (11) allows us to obtain a better 
approsimation to a than that given by pO. Of course, w must be set equal to 2. 
Let us also note that when C+ can be rcgardcd as a “small perturbation” of @, 
then p. :- 0 is a natural starting point for the itcratiw process. 
5.22. l,ineur Itcraliw I-lolopaphy. 
\Vhen L’+ can be regarded as a “wry small perturbation” of @, one may be led 
to consider the problem with respect to the linear mapping J,, tangent to f at 
$1, : 0. i.e. ,f,, -= Df(O) := 2H@lj. Then, -12 .: 2$1.-, and 0’ =.I UzRl_b with 
1.:” -. 7 .F”C, r, :.= ds! @ I . The analysis of the problem then follows directly 
from Remarks 5, 6 and 8. Setting p. = 0 and w --- w0 .-: 2, one has pr = 2Pq’ 
with q’ -= .A--‘a. The size of the residue s, is then yovcrned 5~ the relation 
I s, ‘j z< I’ p1 ‘1 cm” p < Q-b I, cos(~.:2) cos" )6. 
Let us now consider the case where X0 is set equal to S (this is possible in 
Linear Holography), and @ is the constant function [ ,. P I, for cxamplc. For 
any Y E R define 9, by 9”, = {v[: 4 E 9). The f9llowing two propositions 
specify the nature of the problem depending on whether Z’ is equal to T (Proposi- 
tion 9) or of the form 1’” with p y’ 0 (Proposition 10). 
I’KoI~OsI’I.IOS 9. In I&ear Fourier Holograp/tI, ;I is strictly positive iJ 
~(9 n C?-,) = 0. Then., 13 z a/2 and ,6’ = 0. 
I’ror$ IVhen U = T, and CD is a constant function, then r,, -= I and S’ :- 
-- 5’ -= PC’/’ -= CS- (cf. Eq. (6)). Thus, cos /3 = I/ I’.%’ ! = ! PS-P’ and 
(.()$ 2’ .- .- P’S P !: (P’o = P’ since A’” : S). If CL(~ ~1 9-r) : 0, then 
1’.4:~b :-. 0 for any<4 E N so that cos /3 : 0 and cos 9’ -= 1, i.e. /3 =. 7~:2 and 
3’ :- 0. \Vhcn ~(.12 r\ 9-r) is strictly positive, choose J, E Ii with support 
contained in 9 n 9 ., . ‘J’hcn II I’S 4 ‘/ = ;; (I, / , hence cos 3 : : 1, i.e. !3 -_ : 0. 1 
Let YL -.. 9, for v =. &.9-r’?. The superscript i recalls that ~(9) :z 1. In 
the case whew II = ‘/:, (with p /: 0), let q : @);(2 p ‘), P,;’ lx the operator 
of orthogonal projection of X onto !I,,* = L~JP~‘), and P,” = I -- P,l. 
I’II0PO3l‘ION 10. In Linear Fresnel Ifohgmph~~ /I is ahwys .;tvictly posiliw 
wizil~ 9’ is equal to 0. For a giwn ~~eometry of 3, ,3 on/y depends on 7, crccordin,o to 
Ihe wlution cos /3 =. Pz’.T1’l . Similnr~ cos 9‘ := /‘~‘?‘I” 1 (z: I). cos P is 
strict/y less thnn 7 (and I). lf”/ren 7 tends to 0, $ tends to 7i2. .%fi)re pecisely, &I 
an,~ 71 ‘; 0, one hns (0 -:) 7~ - cos 8 5; J7f with 
J = ‘7’ [ (( . 0’ d/L(f) djL(i) 
‘31x2’ 
~chere fhe mri:in is taken ut the centre ofgrazity of .Y ( I. When 71 tends to injniQ, !j 
tends to 0 more quickly thnn on?’ (positive integrnl) power of I :‘q. 
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Proof. When 1.: T,, and @ is a constant function, then r, =: I and S’ = 
--S = T:CT,, = C?\, = T..2pC (cf. Eq. (9)). It follows immediately that 
cos /I -= ,, Z’T2~,~P !, and cos ,6’ == 1, P’?gl,, P !I . By simple inspection of I:q. (10) 
it is then clear that /3 and 8’ arc invariant under any translation of 8. I,ct H = 
PITPI and B’ = P”TPl. TI 
First we show thlt cos /3 : 11 B ‘, and cos /3’ : j! B’ ‘, . Let I’, with p ,;L 0 be 
the operator of orthogonal projection of X onto ZZD : Lt (93,,). As P, -- bi/,PW$ 
where Wpx = W,,, (cf. Subsection 5.1), it follows from’Eq. (Sb) that 
il py’ p ! = 0 PW TZ’ 1) I (W;PW,) TP I! = 1 P,,,TP . 
By definition, ‘I B I .= I P,,,TP, il for v ~(3‘). 1!2. Thus, taking account of 
Eq. (7), one has 
/ R I == I P”,,TW”P I P”,,w;TP :I I W/,, W;TP I = 1 P,,J’Z’ : 
.: !I PTI .+?,.$’ . I 
It follows that i B // = cos /3 since I,/(v~~) .= 2 i p , . Likewise, cos 3’ = 
,I Pi’TZ” :i . An immediate consequence of this result is that, for a given geometry 
of 9, /3 and 8’ only depend on v. 
Next WC show that I’B’I < inf( 1, 7)), i.e. /3 > 0 and cos /3 < 71. For any(b ( /-O)r-II1 
consider the identity :i 4 ii2 --. il$ ,2 = 1 I’,,‘+ iIt ; Pi’4 Iii. As 6 is real analytic 
and gV1 is compact, 11 P,“J /: is d’ff I crent from 0 (for d, f 0). Thus, ,I P,,ld;’ < 
‘: d, I , i.e. 1; B+ ‘, < ‘i d, ’ . Clearly, B is Hilbert Schmidt and compact [2] (cf. the 
definition of 4). Therefore B*B is also compact, and there exists (b ( ,/ 0) E ZP 
such that BxB?, 7. B”R ,, 4 = !’ B ‘:2 r$ (cf. f or instance Theorem (1 1.5.7) in 
[ 1 J), and (d, ’ B’Bqh) = Ij By5 ‘,2 = !, R I;L ,! 4 I 2. Consequently ‘I B ;j < 1. I,ikc- 
wise, to prove i L3 ;, < 7, it is enough to show that I, B~J ‘, <: 7 : (b ii for any 
(b (-1 0) E HI. Denoting by x1 the characteristic function of GP, one has 
hence from the Schwarz inequality ‘d;(f): < il (b , . The equality holds iff 
(f, :: : J(E) x1 CX~ 2i?rt. ; thus , rJ([)i cannot bc equal to I,+ Ij for two distinct 
values of & without 4 being zero. Consequently, as ~(9,:) = $ (f 0), one has 
” P,lJ I’ = li l&j il < 7 , #J ii (for any 4 (f 0) E ZP). 
Let us now consider the behaviour of /3 when 77 tends to 0. ClearIF, ‘I /‘,,*$l .I :< 
I! fi ‘; ,j ,$I) = Ij B / . Ksing the Schwarz inequality we thus have: 
‘, B I 2 (s, 
?’ 
I j35),‘4@))“’ 
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As U I is invariant under any translation of QL, WC mav assume that the cents 
of gravity of ,541 coincides with the origin 5 = 0 so that 
since ,~(9*) .- 1. Hut, for an!; T E R, wc have 
exp i7 - I -- iT = y (t .- 7) c*p it r/t, 
“0 
hence 
and consequently ,’ B ’ > 7( 1 - J7’)), i.e. 7 .- cos ,J -<: J7”. 
Let .Y’(G) be the set of infinitely diffcrentiablc complex valued functions oil 2 
that together with their derivatives fall off more quickl!; than the inverse of any 
polynomial [2]. Choose y5 f 0 lying in Y(t’) n IP. Then, 4 lies in Y’(e), which 
implies that when 7 tends to infinity, ! P,“J ,I tends to 0 more quickly than an) 
positive integral power of l/7. (Ionsequcntly, when 7 tends to infinity, 1 ---. co9 8, 
sin /3 and ,6 tend to 0 more quickly than an!; positive integral power of li7. 
Finally, we show that /3’ = 0. Clearly, /3’ = (II’, SH) where S Z. --(X2,, . If 
9 E H’ n SH, there then exists (b E I-I such that $ : = -&,, and I$:,, =- 0. .;ls 
&,, is real analytic, it follows that J1 is then equal to 0. ‘IIus if’ n SH -L= {Oj. Let 
F =- If’ ~2 SIT, and F’ be its orthogonal complement. As 
F’ .= H” n (SH)’ = II n SII' = S(SlI n N') -- iO), 
the closure of F is equal to X: i+’ is dense in .Y. Let 4 ,c- 0 bc a function lying 
in II, with bounded support strictly contained in 9’. ‘I’hcre exists no (1, E N such 
that y5 = -PfJ2o for & IS real analytic. ‘J‘hereforc $ dots not iic in F, and F is 
different from X. Consequently, F is not closed, hence from Proposition 2, 
R’ : 0. As a corollary, cos ,L3’ = i Pi’7’1” -=. I. 1 
As S := --CT?, , the operator IL&, , p - > I’Sp, is Hilbcrt Schmidt and compact 
(cf. Eq. (10)). In particular its largest spectral value is isolated (cf. Remark 8). 
A more precise analysis of the bchaviour of /3 when 7 tends to 0 would go beyond. 
the scope of this paper. WC only mention in passing that cos fl = 7 - J7” -: 
O(75). Likewise, it is useful to note that J = : i- for a disk. 
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Remark 10. The problem of Linear Fresnel Holography must be connected 
to the following problem of “real analytic interpolation”. Consider the problem 
stated in Section I in the special cast where 
(11) X = X” &co(&), 
(12) IT =-L HI = I$p’), 
(13) f($) = T*P,“T$ with 7,1 > 0, 
(14) a’ Y: pl’$ ~2 0. 
Condition (14) means that 4 is of bounded support contained in W. Clearly, the 
problem is to “interpolate” 4 on 9,’ (the terminology is justified since GZVr is 
compact). The solution and the analysis of this problem follow from Remarks 5 
and 6 in the special case under consideration. 01 and a’ are then defined by the 
relations cos CY :.= :; P,,lTPl lj and cos a’ 7 P,“TP’ i’ . .According to Proposition 
10, the expressions of 01 and cy’ are then identical with those of ,B and ,Y (rcspectiv- 
ely) in I,inear Fresnel Holography. In particular, (Y is strictI!* positirc while 
a~’ .= 0. One may say that these problems sham a common basis. 
5.2.3. IVoniterafive Ilolopaplzy. 
Let us consider the expression for f(d): y = @-C$!J .:- 0@ -+ I Cl+ lz (cf. 
IMinition (H4)). Assuming that i 0 has a positive lower bound we have 
4 T (,I*&‘(y - ; c/y ,2) - s+. (13) 
The principle of “(wavefront) reconstruction”, which is implicitlg referred to 
in Classical (or Noniterative) Holography,r is to approximate 4 by U*G rz, or 
more precisely2 by Pti*G-1~. ClearI!:, this approximation coincides with that 
given by taking the first iterate p, of Sequence (1 I) when w is set equal to 2, and 
p, = 0. According to Propositions 7 and 8, Classical Holography is of interest 
whenever p6 is close to r/2 (cf. Propositions 9, 10 and the following remark). 
Remark 1 I. Let us consider the special case (corresponding to Leith- 
Upatnieks IJolograph;l) where lA,’ = 7: @J is the constant function [ ~j 1, 
sup{,& I J(t), < 1, and for example, 3 = (4 E 6: , 5 .- f0 ’ < V} with ; [,, ! 3 
3~. As ~(9 n gmj) =. 0 and ~(9 n (% -i- Smj)) = 0 for any positive integerj, 
it follows from the relation 
cos ,t?& =: I P’l’“~~“CTP ,, , 
that ,& .: 7~;i2 (since T*$ - : 4, T$ = I’*CTd, = C’S_4, and 2’ converts con- 
2 The projection onto Ii is more or Icss implicitly performed in the sense that “the 
observer concentrates on 9, the physical support of the object.” Let us also note that in 
gcnerd, @ is set qua1 to the constant function, [ I+ 1, for example. 
voiutions to pointwisc products). Then, p1 - l’T”z and J, -- r:‘2. .issurn:ng 
that the support of T*x is contained in .9 U S.., u (Q .. V-J, which is a 
natural constraint on z (cf. the definition of y in this case), it follows from Eq. 
(12b) that s1 ---. 0, hence p (7 ~(0, z, 0)) = p1 .= I’T*z. (Jnfortunatcly, the 
“experimental realization” of the corresponding conditions may lead3 to con- 
siderable error i I’) (~2 ‘1 z - y ‘I). 
l-?e~~ulk 12. WC wish to stress that the iteration,’ 
P - ~‘~~$--yz -_ cjp, 2) - PS’p, , nil - 
which is directly suggested by Eq. (13), differs from the iteration .J&O, 2). w is 
certainly (implicitly) set equal to 2, but W is then defined by the relation (corn- 
pare to Eq. (1)): 
qc; p’, 2, 1.) = Pp’A--yz -f(t)) - r, f L. c - pl, 
where .4 and 0’ are defined in Subsection 5.2.2. ‘I’he relative ‘bchaviour of these 
iterations depends, in general, on the nonlinearity off at t -= 0. Xote however 
that the special case presented in Remark 11 is an exception to this. Of course, 
in the extreme cast corresponding to Linear Holography, these iterations arc 
identical. 
Let A be a self-adjoint operator on a real (or complex) Hiibert space 8. For 
any integer M > 0 one has I, iZ’~f% 12 : = (An-?X Al’ ‘1,~) .:. (A”.t. ’ ,il)l+-2x), hence 
by using the Schwarz inequality I! A71+.1~, 2 :g 1. /Ins I / Alii % I . It follows that 
if Ax i 0 (i.e. if x C$ ket A), then i2”x f 0 and 1, ;IJ~+~x I:!:j fln.t I S: 
I .Pi% ,;/ / A”‘-~x I , Letf, (n L> 0) and gn (n > 1) be the lower semicontinuous 
functions [4] of B into R defined by 
; R,Iore gcncra!ly, the “cxperimcntal conditions” for which $4 is ciose to i; 2 arc sot 
ncccssarily the best ones. In most cases, the actual problem is to find :I compromise (or 
which the right-hand side of the inequality governing “II,’ is sma!leet. For cxamplr, 
in I,incar Franc1 Iterative Holography, and in the case where 9 is a disk, tile compromise 
is practically renlizcd for 7 : l/2, i.e. p v 7rl3 since J?” is then ulual to l/31 (cf. I’ro- 
position 10). 
4 Further discussion of this is to br found in: A. I~nnes, Correction dcs effets dc 
l’image jumcllc et du terme qundratiquc en Holographic dc Gabor, Opt. C‘onznzutt. 20. 
No. 3 (1977), 3X-359. 
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One hasf,(Ax) =f,,tl(x) and g,L = (nTi,jj) lln. For anv x E E the sequences 
- fn(x) and g,(x) are increasing and bounded by 11 A j, . 
PROPOSITION Ap. I. The sequences of functions fn and g, converge pointwise 
towards a common lozcer semicontinuous function f. One has f (Ax) = f (x) and 
SUp,,E f (X) = :i ‘4 ', . 
Proof. For any x E E the increasing sequences fn(x) and gn(x) converge since 
they are bounded. Let f (x) :L limn-,= fn(x). Clearly, f (Ax) = lim,,, fn(A.x) = 
lim,,,, fn,,(x) =f(x). As gn(x) = (~~~~f3:(~))~/'~ one has lim,,,g,(x) = f(x). 
According to Theorem (12.7.6) in [4] the function f, which is the upper envelope 
of the lower semicontinuous functions fn (II 3 0), is also lower scmicontinuous. 
One has fo(x) <f(x) < 'I A I;, hence supzFE fO(x) -<, sup,eE f(x) < !! A 'I. As 
sup,,EfO(x) : -- I! A Ij , it follows that ~up,,~f(x) == ‘I A ,I . 1 
PROPOSITION Ap. 2. The function f sati$es the property f(x + y) < 
sup(f(x), f(y)). H7henf(x) #f(y), one hasf(x f Y) = q$f(x),f(y)). 
Proof. One has ‘, A”(.z: + y)li ,< 11 ,4”x I) T ,I Any !; , hence !, A”(x + y);] < 
f(x)" /! x ;; + f(y)" '! y !: . It follows that if x -(- y 7’: 0, then 
.&2(x SY) < (i'y; =~~')"~sup(f(x),f(y)), 
hence from Proposition Ap. 1, f(x +y) < sup(f(x),f(y)). When x +y =O 
the inequality is readily vcrificd. Assume f (y) <f(x). Then, 
f(x SY) < suP(fcaf(YN =f(x), 
and 
f(x) =f(x --;-y -y) d sup(f(x -I- Y>,f(Y)) ==fk -k-Y>* 
Consequently, f (x -I- y) = f (x). Th us, when f(x) #f(y), then f(x Sy) = 
SUP(f (x),f(v))* I 
COROLLARY Ap. 2. For any a > 0, the set of vectors x such that f (x) < n is a 
vector subspuce of E, stable under A. For any a > 0, the set of vectors x such that 
f(x) < a is a closed vector subspace of E, stable under A. 
Proof. Since f (la) = f (x) for any K ( f 0) E R (or C), the first part of the 
corollary results from Proposition Ap. 2 and from the fact that f (Ax) z-7 f (x) (cf. 
Proposition Ap. 1). Likewise, for any a > 0, the set &, of vectors x such that 
f(x) < a is a vector subspacc of E, stable under A. Moreover, as f is lower 
scmicontinuous on E, the set of vectors x such that f (x) > a is open in E, and 
EU is closed (cf. Theorem (12.7.2) in [4]). a 
PRoPosITros ip. 3. The set of cectors .v such thcti J(L) = _ I : is d’en.w GI Y:‘. 
.bIore precisely, the sub.~pace of sectors .t such that f (x) C ‘, il I is different from I:‘. 
Proof. Let N,, bc an increasing positive sequence conwrging towards .I . 
1,ct H, : is f E:f(x) :, a,; and E, := E - IfI, :Iccorcling to Corollary Ap. 2, 
I-I, is open, and I?, is a closed vector subspace of E. As I& is different from f?, 
since for any n there exists s E B such thatf(x) 2~ i rJ.x i,,,i .X ! I:> a,, , the interior 
of R,, is empty. ‘l’hercfore, the closure of H, is equal to E, and If,! is a dense 
open set in I:‘. 13~ construction, the intersection of the /f,&‘s is equal to the SC! of 
\.ectors s such that f(.~) -- ‘1 .-1 ! _ As B is complete, it follows from &ire’s 
theorem (set Theorem (12.16.1) in [4]) that H is dense in E. In particular, fi is 
not empt!;, and E - I? = (X E E: J(x) G:: .d I}, which is a \:ector s&pace of E 
from Corollary 11~. 2, is different from E. m 
Proof. For any .X ~1 0 let h -. :f(~), and B,, -- {r E E:j’(y) &,1 A!. *Is R, IS 
stable under .L2 from Corollarv Ap. 2, its orthogonal complement is also stable 
under A. E,, is not reduced to (0: since s E E, . Let R,, be the self-adjoint operator 
on I?,, induced by A, and K, bc its spectrum. Clearl\: K,, is contained in the 
spectrum of A. According to Proposition Ap. 1 OX has h : s~p~+~,+.f(s) : = 
B, ‘1 . Consequcntl!:, as i; RA , -: supUEKA p (cf. Theorem (1511.7) in [4]), h is 
equal to the absolute value of a spectral value of A. 1 
Remark. Let p be a spectral value of .-J. (:on\-ersely, it can be shown that 
th cre exists 2. # 0 such that .f(~) == / p 1 in the two following cases: 
{I) 3E > 0, I/.?, I*” 1. c[ n Sp(A’) :- a ; 
12) v/E 1: 0, ]cL” - E, p[ n Sp(A2) i- z. 
In the case where neither Condition (1) nor (2) holds, it may arise that the set 
of wctors x (A 0) IS E such thatf(zv) = j p : . IS empty. For example, in the case 
where E is not finite dimensional, and .;J is compact and injcctive, there esists w 
.u 7’. 0 such thatf(x) =. 0. 
In what follows we assume that i-1 is not the 0 operator (unless the contrar!. 
is spccificd). Let Y # 0 be the norm of A, k’ be the set of vectors x such that 
.-Is ’ : 1’ s ;, , and / be the identity operator on L:‘. 
IXMMA Ap. 1. F is equul to the kernel oj. .,l” -. v”I. Denoting by I’ the operator 
OJ orthopnal projection of I:’ onto F, one has (A:v)*‘~ 1’ = I’(A/v)??’ = 1’Jor any 
integer 7~ > 0. 
Prooj Let C = ~“1 .- /J*, and h be the mapping of I:‘ x E into 9 (or Cj. 
!I(.x, ,y) = (y CX). As A is self-adjoint, (X , CX) := G ): .x‘ iI2 - AX ’ 2. Therefore 
A is a positive hcrmitian form on the real (or comp!cx) vector space B. If .Y lirs 
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in the kernel of .P -- val, then Cx = 0, (x i Cx) := 0 and x lies in F. (:onversely, 
if x lies in F, it follows from the Schwarz inequality ‘(y / C’x);* < (x : Cc) (y I Cy) 
that (y 1 Cx) :- 0 for any y E B. In particular, (Cx ; Cx) 7 II Cx J2 7 0, hence 
Cx 0 and x E ker(i3a - ~‘1). Consequently, IT -7 kcr(R -- z-*1). F is a Hilbert 
subspace of E. For any .x E B one has A’(t’x) : G(/‘x), and by induction /PPx 
IT V’“J?X. Therefore (.il/i~)~~ P : : P, hence P(A/IJ)“~~ = 1’ since i2 and P are 
self-adjoint. 0 
Let c, ’ ,“,Z, and (~~~3 be the sequences defined by an : : (A/v)2Jl x (n 3 0) and 
-qn - .(,4/v)” x a (n 2 0) respectively. As .4 is self-adjoint, one has qn =- (x ; z,,,) 
for all 12 > 0. 
I,I:Tvriv~l rip. 2. The sequence {zi,) converges towards the orthogonal projection 
Of X O?liO E’, 0 .= 11. Moreoz’er, Pz, = u” for 011 71 zs 0. The sequence .[v,,] is a 
derreasing sequence with limit poinf i! z ,i2. 
Proof. -4s +I~, r = I (/l/v) (A+)” x iI2 < ;](A:v)” .x ,:a, the nonnegative sequence 
frlR, ’ is dccrcasing. Therefore (T,~} is a converging scqucncc with a nonnegative 
limit point 7. As ‘I zP - zR ii2 :- (x , ((A/v)“’ - (A,b)“‘l)“.r) Qp .- 2TT,,+” f
r/2U , it follows that {zn} is a (Iauchy sequence, which converges towards a vector 
z E E (since K is complete). Referring to Lemma Ap. I one has Pz,! : P.\: for 
all n ;S 0, hence i?x : Px. Moreover, z lies in F since (&‘v)* .z = lim,L..,(A:‘v)2 z, 
: lim,r-T; an-r = z. Consequently, z y Pz : Z?x (= PzJ and 7 = (x / Px) 7 
jJ Z ;/*. I 
F is stable under A for ifx EF, then (,4’ - GI) Aa = .4(1J2 - ~‘1) .r --_ 0. Let 
F’ be the orthogonal complement of I;: and I” be the operator of orthogonal 
projection of E onto F’. As F is stable under ‘4, and ~1 is self-adjoint, F’ is also 
stable under A. Let B (and B’) be the self-adjoint operators on F (and F’ res- 
pectively) induced by fl. Denoting by /1 the spectrum of -4, let K 2 /l n t--v, v> 
and K’ =-- n n l-v, v[. Define v’ by v’ = supheK’ I h ( if K’ -,I G and Y’ := 0 
if K’ .: 2;. 1Vhen V’ is positive and strictly less than v, then K’ is compact, and 
“the largest spectral value(s) of A in absolute value” is (are) isolated. 
LINMl\ Ap. 3. The norm of B’ is equal to v’. JIoreoaer, if Y’ is strictly less 
than 11, If’ is not reduced to CO}, and the spectra of B’ (and B) are equal to K’ (and K 
respecliwly). 
Z’roqf. According to Lemma Ap. 2 one has 7 = (x : (,4(v)‘Px) :<z 71~ for 
n > 0, hcncc, in particular, 7, -- 7 2 71~ -. ~,+r for all ?z > 0. Thus, denoting 
by Q,, the polynomial (+)” (I - (t,‘~)““) one has (x I (rl/v)* PS) > (si ! _O,(.J) . x) 
for all tz G- 0. ‘I’he spectrum of &(A), which is the image of/l by ,O, , is con- 
taincd in the interval [0, (v’/v)‘]. Therefore Qn(A) is positive, and J~~J’v)’ I” ‘1 3 
I’Q,,(A), (cf. Theorem (1511.7) in [4] and Problem 9 C:haptcr VI in [2]). One 
has ,‘(.J,q” I” :/ > f&(h) for all n ,> 0 and A F ~1, hence, in particular, 
:(.+v)* P’ i -:: (I/‘/U)*. a\gain &(.-I) . f 5.: (v’/I:)~ j .‘: since Q,,;, i)’ 
sup,{+.. Q,,(h) <; (Y’;‘ly. A ccording to Ixmma Ap. 2, Q,,(a) .I tends to CA-I, v)’ P’.r 
when II tends to infinity. Thus, :,(/i,!v)* P’ 1 $ (I~‘;v)~. Conscquentl!-, ‘(--1,~)~ P’ ‘) 
: (v’i’v)?. I\S B’ is self-adjoint, and ): II’* 1 : ’ A’I” / , it follows that H’ 1 -.- 
I B’2 I .._ ,;‘1, i.e. ‘; B’ I, = v’. 
Sow assume V’ c: Y. Suppose F = (01; then F’ = E, B’ L. ~1, and I,’ 13’ ! 2: 
-I / 7 Y, which contradicts the initial assumption. ‘I’hcrcfore I: is not reduced 
to {O]. Clearly, /I 2 K u K’ where K and K’ arc disjoint, and ;I -=: 
S?(B) u Sp(B’j. As R’ =: ~“1~ (where 1’ denotes the identity operator on F), 
and F is not reduced to (01, the spectrum of B is contained in k‘. Similarly, the 
spectrum of R’ is contained in K’ since ,I H’ ‘, = V’ with v’ <: I’. It follwvs irnmc- 
diately that 5$(B) =: K and Q(E) = K’. [ 
Re71ruriz. The sequence P, :.: (Aiv) 2Tz tends towards P iff 11’ is stricti\- less 
than v. ‘rhis property which completes Lemma .4p. 2 can bc proved as fol!rws. 
One has: 
r f I” -; I’) :t follows at once that I’, tends towards P when 11 tends to iniinitv. 
(‘onverscly, if the P,‘s conwrgc towards I’> there then exists .\- such thit 
(I”,;V) 26 < 1, hence I)’ < v. 
l’he function f introduced in Proposition Ap. 1 is ddinctl with rcspcct w 
the self-adjoint operator ;1, and ma! therefore be denoted by ,i,‘. (‘sing this 
notation, .fn’ dcnotcs the function .f defined with rcspcct to the self-adjoint: 
operator B’ on F’. Kotc that the kernel of 11 is equal to that of B’. Let IIS put 
z .= Ps and z’ : P’x. 
(v .- .f:&)),‘(” -- f/(X)) 
Y,,W -- ; () 
if z’ (’ ker ij’ 
othcmise 
(Ii -:O) 
U?lIi 
Y,,(A) : (!J -- fn,yx))‘:‘~ (11 -. !) 
rowclge ?0uY?7& n Co?Pl?7lOn ?70n71l!pt;w m4IllhC1. C/(.X) :;. (v I,)?. .IlolY- p’-‘bw~~~ 
q(x) -= (f”‘(z’):;v)“. 
Proof. .Assumc z / 0. l’hcn, according to Lemma -1p. 2 one has],, :(.\)’ 
+,,..I:~P where (Q$} is a strictly positive sequence converging towards z :. 
i:onsequentlyfA(.v) : : v. As F and P’ are stable under rI, and ; (B,v)” :;‘ o / 
{cf. I,cmma Ap. I), 7n is equal to ’ c 1:‘) -f i (E/v)” 2’ ! “. Thus, 
!,i! --f,>“(q 1.:. ,;z(, (B’:;@ 2’ , * -- ,‘(l]‘,~,,)” k-1 “’ ‘)‘7i,, t 
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Let us note that if z’ E ker B’, then fn”(x) = Y (for all n > 1). Let f ,“’ (n 3 0) 
bc the lower semicontinuous function ofF’ into R defined by 
if T’ $ ker B’ 
otherwise. 
‘M’hen z’ $ ker B’, then qn(x) can be written in the form qn(x) = sn(x) tn(x) 
where s,(x) = (I) + fnn(x))i(v +-.-f;+,(x)) and 
When n tends to infinity, q,, tends towards /I z 1:2, fnA(x) towards I’, and ft’(z’) 
towards f R’(z’). Therefore the sequence (~Jx)} converges towards (f R’(z’)jv)2. In 
the case where z’ E kcr B’, one has by definition, qTr(.r) = (f ~‘(z’)/v)* :-.: 0 for 
all ?z > 0. Sow, according to Proposition Ap. I and Lemma Ap. 3,fB’(z’) is less 
than (or equal to) v’. Consequently (f B’(z’):v)2 < (Y’/v)~. Finally the sequence 
(r,(x)) has the same limit as the sequence (~~(3)) since 
~td-9 = ( ( Y - f”“(‘T)) ‘E 4i(s)yL. a 
I 0 
Application 1: The Power rl%thod 
Given any x such that /lx -/ 0, consider the sequence {r,}: x,, -= x, xn -r = 
J(x,~/” x, i,). Clearly, one has I( x,?r I; .: f,,A(~). ‘The principle of the Power 
hicthod? which allows one to obtain at least an estimate of Y, consists in forming 
the scqucncc fnA(x) from the scquencc {xJ (cf. in particular, Proposition ‘4~. 3). 
According,to Proposition Ap. 5, this method is particularly well suited to cases 
where Y’ is strictly less than Y (i.e. to cases where the largest spectral value(s) 
of A in absolute value is (are) isolated). l’hcn, F is not reduced to (0) from 
Lemma Ap. 3, and it is enough to choose x such that its projection onto P’ is 
different from 0 forfA(s) to be equal to V. Moreover, the “quotient convergence 
factor” q(x) of the process is then strictly less than 1. Let us finally note that the 
conditions “E finite dimensional”, or more generally, “A compact (and self- 
adjoint)” are sufficient conditions for Y‘ to bc strictly less than v ( # 0). 
-4pplication 2 : J,inear Comergenre 77~eoretn.s 
Let z’ bc a continuous mapping of E into E, differentiable at the origin, such 
that z(O) 0 and Dz(O) =: -4 with v < 1. Let .Y be the iteration x,,,r = v(xJ. 
Let us first consider the general case where z is nonlinear. 
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Given any et, > 0 there exists r0 > 0 such that ,7:(x) - .1x 5s c0 x ,! for aii 
s E S(r,,) -= (x E E: I! x ii < 70}. For any x E S(r,J one has 
‘I c(x);, = ‘(v(x) - Ax) - Ax !, < Eo I! x ‘! -i- Ii Ax j, %< (v t co) 1 xi, . 
As by assumption one has Y < 1, one may choose c0 such that v ..- ~a < :. ‘l’hen, 
provided x0 E S(Y,), one has ;; x, j] < (V + E,,) )I JZ,..~ ,i < (v +- cO)J1 , x0 / < [I x,, I, . 
Thus, the iterates x, remain in S(r,), and converge towards 0: 0 is a “point of 
attraction” of.f. This result corresponds to the Ostrowski theorem (cf. Theorem 
10.1.3 and Remarks 10.1-2, 10.1-3 in [5]). D enoting by (x,J any scqucncc with 
limit 0 generated by .f, let Qr{x,J (and Z?,{.v,)) be the first order quotient (and 
root)-convergence factors of {xn} (respectively). By definition (cf. Chapter 9 
in ML 
li~~~P(l: x,tl i )I!: x, i’) if x,& f 0 for all 11 
Ql(XR) = 
0 otherwise 
and 
‘Ansider the case where s, =,,L 0 for all n. Then, for any E > 0 such :ha.t 
v j- E < 1, there exists Y > 0 and an integer p such that the relation II 1::~ 
implies x, E S(Y), j, x,+~ I’/!’ x, 11 < v -+ E and I s, I; < (V +- f)“- )’ ,i .T, ;J . Con- 
scquently one has &{x,,} < v and Nr{x,,) 5~ Y. The first order quotient and 
root-convergence factors of 4 at 0 are defined by 
and 
rcspcctively. 9 denotes the set of sequences is,,: with limit 0 generated b;\- P’. 
When Q1(9, 0) (or I?,($, 0)) = 0, .Y . IS said to have Q (or K) superlinear con- 
\Tergcnce at 0, while if 0 < Q,(.f, 0) < 1 (or 0 < R,(.F, 0) < 1) the convergence 
is said to be Q (or R)-linear (respcctivcly) [5]. Clearly, in the case under con- 
sideration, one has Qr(9,O) G v and R,($, 0) :’ b v so that the convcrgencc is at 
lcast Q and R-linear. In the special case where v -= 0, .P has Q and Ii superlinear 
convergence at 0. ‘The following proposition, which corresponds to the case 
where the convergence is Q and R-linear, may be regarded as a natural extension 
of Result 10.1.4 in [5] to an infinite dimensional Hilbcrt space (cf. also Remarks 
10.1-4 and 10.1-5 in [5]). 
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PROPOSITION Ap. 6. IJGen 0 ( v < 1 with v’< v, then _O,(.P, 0) 7: Rl(J, 0) = V. 
iMore precisely, there then exists a sequence {x,,) such that the sequence 
1) xnql /,/i: x, I! conaerges to v. 
Proof. As v’ is strictly less than v by assumption, the vector subspace of B, 
F, is not reduced to (0) (cf. Lemma Ap. 3). Let p be the mapping of E - F’ (f 0) 
into R defined by p(x) = I! z’ II/i; x il (where z =- Px and z’ = P’x). Given any 
~a > 0 such that E” < inf( 1 - v, v/2, (v - v’)/4), let us choose x0 E S(Y~) such 
that p(~,,) < 1. As IV, E S(r,) and I’ -;- c,, < 1, the iterates x, remain in S(r,) and 
converge to 0. We shall show that the sequence 11 x,,* [l/i! x, II , and a forth’ the 
sequence :) X, !I~:~, converge to V, so that, in particular, Q,(4,0) = Rr(J, 0) ; V. 
First we show that p(x,,) < 1 for all n 3 0. For any x E S(r,) WC have 
11 P’V(X)I’ ,< I, P’AX ,I -1 II P’(7,f.X) - AX)l! < II P’Ax 1; + l o I! xi; , 
where from Lemma Ap. 3, ,; Y’Ax i! Z-L :i P’(Bz + B’z)]: = ‘I B’z’ I: < V’ ii z’ j . 
Thus, as 1: X :I < ii Z II + !I z’ ii , it follows that I! P’z(x);/ ,< (v’ I Q) {i z’ ii -r- 
” v I co II 4. I! * Similarly, we have 11 Pv(x)!~ > (v - Q) !: z ‘/ - E” I, z’ /I . Assume 
p(x) < 1. ‘4s v - 2~ > 0, we then have v - Q, - cap(x) .Y 0, and 
f(+4) G 
(v’ -I- Q) p(x) $- qj v’ -(- E,, -<----- 1” -I- 2E” 
v - 60 - fad-4 
v _ ZEO P(X) -;- .--3-- ==G ___, v - 2E0 v - 26, 
hence p(o(x)) < 1 since 4~ < v - v’. As ~(3~) < I, it follows by induction that 
p(xn) < 1 for all n > 0. 
We now show that for every E > 0 there exists an integer N such that the 
relation n > N implies !(!I x,+r ///:; x,, ,i) - v ; < E. Choose or > 0 such that 
l 1 < inf(cO, ,/(I -;- k)) where k :: Bv/(Y - v’). There exists r, > 0 such that 
:I z(x) - Ax I/ ,< cl I) x !I for all .X E S(r,). Moreover, as the x,‘s converge to 0, 
there exists an integer p such that x, E S(rr) for all n 3 p. Furthermore, as 
or < e0 and p(xJ < 1 for all n, the relation n 3 p implies p(xn ,.r) < ap(x,J + 6 
where a = .: (v’ -!- eJj(v -- 24 < I and b :z Q/(V - 2~~). Let c = 6/(1 - 0). It 
is readily seen by induction that p(x,J -5 c -k a”-“(p(x,) - c) for all 12 2 p. 
Therefore there exists an integer IY 2 p such that the relation n > IV implies 
p(xn) < 2c. T,et us note that 2c < &,:‘(v -- v’) since 4e, < v - v’. Again, for 
any x E S(r,) we have j (j a(x);/ - (, /lx j! ] < ,! z(x) - Ax ;! < or I) x ,I . Thus, 
! iI Z(X):; - v il X ;I , ,< cl 1: X :i $- , I! AX ;( -- v I! X (I I = cl I! x ,( -j- (v :j f i! -. ‘1 Ax :,). 
As 1) Ax 1; > I’ AZ ‘( = v :! z I: with ii z il > I! x ;i -- !I z’ ;I , WC have v :I x I! - :I Ax Jj 
< VP(X) iI x ;) , and it follows that ! :i z+(x);! - v :! x ‘I / < (Q $ VP(X)) :, x ;I . 
Consequently, the relation n > Nimplies : ‘1 x,,.r (I - v ;I X, !I / < (1 J- k) cr 1; x, ;! , 
hence from the choice of or , $1 x, ..r Ii/!, X, ‘:) - v ! < E. Finally, as 
:; x, “1’n = 
( 
n-1 1/n 
II Roil I] (;! Xj;, ,,,!:I Xjl,) 
) 
, 
1=0 
the sequence ‘: .Y~ :il:J1 also converges towards V. I 
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(b) Lineai. Case 
In this case, for an): xv c B, we have x,, :-- -A.x,,_~ -.- :jT’xO ‘l’hus x,, , .< 
Y ,, qpl :, 2:; Ii)’ ’ x0 ! . As Y is strictly less than I, the iterates x, converge towards 
0 (for any x0 E E). Clearly, 0 is the only point of attraction of 3, and one may use 
the notation Q,(Y) and R,(J) for Q1(S, 0) and R,(.f, 0) respectively. 
!‘ROPOSl’IX~S .+ 7. One has &(.Y) = H,(9) = v. .‘llore precisely, suhev .yl 
is difjerent from 0, one has ,, .Y~-~ ‘I;‘,’ x, ;I = j,,Jl(.~o), md the squence 1 Y, +1 ij I x,, 
conwr,pes towards f”(x,,). -3s a corollary, when x1 is difj’!rent ,from 0, the sequence 
I S, +2 -. .K,_ 1 i/i); x,-1 - X, : comeyes towards f”(xl - so). 
Prooj. When x1 -/ 0 (i.e. when x0 r i ker ‘-1), then by definition, f~“(x,,) -- 
i Xn.:l ‘/ii X,, ‘! for all n > 0. It follows from Proposition Ap. 1 that the sequcnccs 
x,71 ‘/!r x, i and : x,l,L!‘1 converge towards f”(x,,). Moreover, one has 
Tb”eP’(~O) = y v so that &(./) .=: R,(9) -= 11 (in the tri\:ial case where x1 := 0 
one has Q1(xn, ’ =: R,{x,,) := 0 bv definition). Sow consider the scqucnce 
yri -= x,, 1 - x, ) 12 > 0. Clearly ,2’, =- LPyO . Consequently, when y1 .f 0, the 
scqucnce 1; y,, -1 i/l: yn I/ converges towards f‘“(y”). To complete the proof it is 
enough to note that when x1 f 0, then 1 .x2 1 < ! x1, since v C: 1, andy, ;/- 0. 1 
Remarli. I,et now zc be a continuous mapping of E into E’, differentiable at t. 
such that w(t) = t and Dzu(t) = .d with v < 1. ,411 the prcccding results concerning 
the special case where t =. 0 can easily be transposed.- Given an)- sequence [in), 
t 0 1 f?l+l :-- zu(&), let [xnj be the sequence x, =: t,, .- 1, n ;:5 0. Clearly, xnel -.: 
~(2,) where 7) is the mapping dcfincd by V(X) := zc(.t. t) .- t. It is then 
enough to note that z!(O) = 0 and Da(O) = /h(t) = .+ 
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